
Valle del Aragón
SAFE MOUNTAIN CAMPAIGN IN...



WHAT IF SOMETHING GOES WRONG?
In the event of an emergency...

• Assess the situation calmly and act sensibly
• Protect the injured person and give first aid if you are trained to do so
• Call the 112 emergency hotline as soon as possible

PLAN your activity

TAKE the right equipment

ACT sensibly

Use the 112 hotline responsibly; someone may need it more than you

International
distress signals

Signal standing up, motionless, arms 
outstretched facing the helicopter

I need help I do not need help

Emergency message
Identity, age, number of wounds

Place of accident
Is the injured person responding,

bleeding, breathing, in pain?
Weather conditions at place of accident 
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severity of environment  3

how easy is the route to follow 3

difficulty of terrain 3

amount of effort required  4

time 6 h 

elevation gain 1.030 m

elevation loss 1.030 m

horizontal distance 13,9 km

type of route Circular route

severity of environment  2

how easy is the route to follow 3

difficulty of terrain 2

amount of effort required  4

time 6 h 35 min 

elevation gain 1.160 m

elevation loss 1.160 m

horizontal distance 13,8 km

type of route Return trip

#montanasegura
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Canal Roya to Ibones d’Anayet
This entire route follows the red and white markings of the GR 11 and starts in the car park at km 670 of the 
N-350 road. After crossing over the bridge to the left bank of the river, take the path on the right. About 300 
metres further on, the path on the left enters Canal Roya. Shortly after, the trail passes a picnic area with 
fountain and 2 km further on it crosses over to the left bank of the river (bridge), rising to Lacuars refugio 
(1,560 m). The trail continues going up towards the end of the valley, reaching Plano d’a Rinconada. At the 
end of this section, the winding road ascends to a wide plateau containing the mountain lakes of Anayet 
(2,227 m), southeast of the Anayet peak. Retrace the same route to return.

Candanchú-Estanés on the GR 11
Starting from Candanchú, the trail follows the GR 11 west. The direction to follow for the first part of the 
route is indicated by the ski slope car park and then the cross country skiing piste. The trail climbs steeply 
up to Cuello Causiat (1,634 m), through which the path enters France. From here, the route descends gently, 
entering more delicate terrain when it turns southwest and crosses scree. The path then enters a beech 
forest, interrupted by the Gaba d’Esper (1,600 m), the natural drainage channel of the Esper Cirque. This is an 
area where fog tends to gather so maximum precaution must be taken. Beyond this point, the beech trees 
start to reappear and the route climbs northwards. The forest opens up and trees are replaced by grasslands. 
Once on Spanish soil again there is a fork in the path; follow the path to the left, heading west. The path 
continues climbing up to a low col (1,792 m) that you must cross over to enjoy the views of Ibón de Estanés. 
Retrace the same route to return.

3 Col de Ladrones – Ibón de Iserías
This route starts at the fort named Fuerte de Col de Ladrones, from which you will follow the GR 11 east. The 
trail first descends a few metres to the bottom of A Canal d’Izás, where it joins the Pyrenees Path to then rise 
continuously. A little further on, at a fork, take the path to the right signposted Collado de Izás.
The dirt track has a moderate upward gradient. Continue for 3 km until you reach a great cube-shaped rock 
on the right, where the route leaves the GR 11, veering south towards the Buelta d’Iserías.
The zigzagging path rises steadily, and after a wide loop which passes by the refugio or Mallata d’a Buelta 
d’Iserias (1,900 m), continue to climb in a southerly direction. 
The route runs along the foot of the Iserías scree and before reaching the mountain pass, you have to climb in 
short and sharp zigzags over steep shifting terrain. At this point you have reached the Latrós col, from which 
you must descend to reach the Ibón de Iserías, also called Ibón de Saman (2,155 m).
Retrace the same route to return.

Pico la Raca 
The starting point is the Santa Cristina bridge at Candanchú (1,512 m). From here, follow the Camino de 
Santiago (GR 65.3) until the signpost for A Raca. At this point the steady ascent begins. 
About 40 minutes later you will reach a wide col where the A Raqueta refugio (1,632 m) is located, from 
which the trail turns north. 
The climb is constant, in large loops. The view from the forest affords glimpses of Rioseta ravine and the 
peaks of Águila and Aspe. As you leave the forest behind, the path approaches the edge of Canal Roya, where 
the grasslands replace the trees. The path the track to the ski resort for the final metres, before reaching the 
summit of Pico d’a Raca (2,278 m). 
Return to the Santa Cristina bridge in Candanchú by retracing the route backwards.

Collarada from La Trapa
The ascent to this emblematic peak begins at the barrier that prevents vehicle access to the A Trapa trail 
(1,220 m). The first leg follows a track leading to a sharp bend, where the path veers off to the left, which you 
will follow from this point. 

Continue north until you reach the Azús ravine, then continue climbing towards the east. 

Once you have made it to the top of the steep slope the ground levels out near the Trapa refugio (1,740 m). 
From here head north again, to approach the foot of a rocky barrier that has to be scaled. Continue past the 
Trapal refugio and climb across a grassy depression to reach Fuen y Basa d’os Campanils (2,400 m), a spring 
which is usually dry. From this point the Collarada summit can be seen, as well as a rocky channel that crosses 
its southwest flank. The approach goes through the field of rocky debris, after which a short ridge leads 
without any great difficulty to the summit (2,883 m). 

Retrace the same route to return.
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severity of environment  2

how easy is the route to follow 2

difficulty of terrain 2

amount of effort required  4

time 6 h 15 min 

elevation gain 865 m

elevation loss 865 m

horizontal distance 17,8 km

type of route Return trip

severity of environment  3

how easy is the route to follow 2

difficulty of terrain 2

amount of effort required  3

time 4 h 45 min 

elevation gain 440 m

elevation loss 440 m

horizontal distance 15,4 km

type of route Return trip

severity of environment  3

how easy is the route to follow 3

difficulty of terrain 3

amount of effort required  3

time 5 h 20 min 

elevation gain 870 m

elevation loss 870 m

horizontal distance 13,6 km

type of route Return trip

severity of environment  2

how easy is the route to follow 2

difficulty of terrain 2

amount of effort required  3

time 4 h 40 min 

elevation gain 750 m

elevation loss 750 m

horizontal distance 11,8 km

type of route Return trip

severity of environment  3

how easy is the route to follow 3

difficulty of terrain 3

amount of effort required  4

time 8 h 50 min 

elevation gain 1.640 m

elevation loss 1.640 m

horizontal distance 15,6 km

type of route Return trip

Your opinion
matters to us

To safely enjoy 
your hike

 Follow
 these
 simple
 steps

Punta Espata from Villanúa
This spectacular Pyrenees natural balcony is reached from Villanúa. Start in Avenida del Albergue and head 
out of the village at the point where the track turns and crosses the ravine. 
Take the path that climbs the left side of the ravine towards Fuente El Paco. 
After a few metres of track, cross the ravine and continue along a path to the right, climbing for 2.5 km 
along a winding stretch. From here, the trail approaches the ravine floor and crosses it after passing a 
refugio.Continue climbing upwards, entering a great depression closed off by limestone on the left, with the 
Marañán col ahead; then the route bears right beyond the forest. 
The route zigzags through the meadow to reach a col between two distinctive rocks. From here continue 
to climb until you reach the col between Espata and A Ralla. Reach the Espata peak (2,191 m) from this col, 
ascending diagonally amongst stony scree. 
Retrace the same route to return.

Route around Ibón d’Ip on the Canfranc paths
Circular route from Canfranc which runs along both sides of Canal d’Ip. Begin north of the town of Canfranc 
and follow the Camino de Santiago in a northerly direction along a track that soon crosses to the left bank 
of the Aragón. A fork, about 400 metres after the start, is where you part ways with the Camino de Santiago, 
instead following a trail northwards.

Cross a second bridge over the Ip ravine to the right bank where the route heads east. Pass under the railway 
then begin a steep climb parallel to the ravine floor. A first stretch of zigzagging path takes you upwards, 
away from the ravine floor. The climb continues through increasingly open forest which turns into pastures 
where the slope eases to finally reach the buildings connected to the Ibón d’Ip dam.

The trail continues to the dam and the Ip refugio. From here the return leg begins at the place called La 
Besera, descending gently through open terrain. As the trail approaches the ravine, the slope rises, entering 
the forest once again. Winding sections take you down the sharpest descents until, after crossing the 
Cherimosas ravine, the route ends near the starting point.

Refugio Lizara,  
Aragüés del Puerto (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 348 433 

Refugio Respomuso,  
Sallent de Gállego  (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 337 556

Refugio de los Ibones
de Bachimaña (Hu)� 
Tel. 697 126 967

Refugio Casa de Piedra,  
Balneario de Panticosa (Hu)� 
 Tel. 974 487 571

Refugio Góriz, Parque Nacional de Ordesa 
y Monte Perdido (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 341 201

Refugio Pineta, Bielsa (Hu)� 
 Tel. 974 501 203

Refugio Estós, Benasque (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 344 515

Refugio Ángel Orús, Eriste (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 344 044

Refugio La Renclusa, Benasque (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 344 646

Escuela de Montaña Benasque, 
Benasque (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 552 019

Refugio Cap de Llauset, Montanuy (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 120 400 

Refugio Riglos, Riglos (Hu)�  
Tel. 974 383 051

Escuela-Refugio de Alquézar,   
Alquézar (Hu)�  
Tel. 974 318 966

Albergue de Morata, 
Morata de Jalón (Z)� 
Tel. 976 818 155
Refugio Rabadá y Navarro,  
Camarena de la Sierra (Te)� 
Tel. 978 768 083

Otros refugios
Refugio Linza, Ansó (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 348 289
Refugio Gabardito,
Valle de Hecho (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 375 387
Refugio de Bujaruelo, Torla (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 486 412
Refugio de Viadós, Gistaín (Hu)� 
Tel. 974 341 613 / 974 506 082

Useful websites

www.montanasegura.com
www.fam.es
www.aemet.es
www.alberguesyrefugiosdearagon.com

Useful phone numbers
FAM Refugios (Mountain shelters; maintained all year round)


